Unique sustainable products for a healthy inside climate

CASol is an innovative Dutch company that develops and produces products that support achieving a better indoor
air quality.
Providing we don’t compare with polluted industrial areas, often the air quality in our buildings is much worse than
outside due to several deficiencies of our buildings. Many solutions are found in air purification or ventilation, but
these are not always adequate.

Zhero : Solves bad smell problems in a natural way
Annoying odors, smells ... everyone suffers regularly from it. What can you do, how do you get that
ugly smell quickly away? Odor fresheners ... smell very strong and often work only for a few hours.
We often hear that these blurring and covering scents are even more irritated are than the old foul
smell !
Since that our industrial TUV tested products not only work against VOC’s, but also took away
odors in homes, offices, schools, storages, etc., we continued to develop an Air Cleaner in liquid
form. Because it works so well! Moreover, it is not harmful to the environment, nor for ourselves.
A combination that is so unique that we proudly present Zhero !
After hundreds of tests in the laboratory and in daily practice, we can say : annoying odors
disappear in a natural way!
The brandname is obvious: zero smell, zero new covering but artificial and unnatural odor, zero
environment harming ingredients. And we find ourselves a kind of 'hero' with this very competing
product to that of the well known global brands.
Spray Zhero in rooms with stale air, and after a short while the air will smell fresh and neutral again. For a moment
you will sense a slight vinegar smell, associates a bit old fashioned times and thoroughness. But better still, there
remains no more noticeable odor behind.
In case of stains such as oil or petrol you can spray only the spot. Then directly an ultra-thin film will form, that
encapsulates everything and smells will disappear. Spray from a distance of 20cm, this prevents the layer to become
too thick and form droplets that can be visible.
If spoilt, Zhero is soluble in water, clean with a sponge and water, and all will be gone.
Our testing showed very clearly that Zhero also works very well for example smoke odor to disappear. Spray Zhero
on smelly clothes or fabrics like curtains, and after about 20 minutes drying all smells disappear. And of course you
see nothing, Zhero is absolutely invisible.
Zhero is a natural product, and it works like this: the ingredients contain biopolymers (eg cellulosic materials) that
react with the airborne odor molecules. These fall to the bottom, are now encapsulated and are no longer
detectable.
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